
"111110N" SERVICE 
SPECll'ICJlTION NUMBER 2822 

UNION SWITC:R & SIGN.Ill. ••••• IWISSVJU.B, PJl. 
DIVISION OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY 

E. P. Train Stop 

* * * * * * 
These instructions supplement the inf'orma.tion given on 

General Dwg. D-2415-Sh.l. 

Return Sprmg Adjustment 

The compression on stop return spring should be regulated 

by adJ~frting nut Pc. 159647 so that the mechanism starts to clear 

with approximately 45 pounds per square :Inch air pressure in the 

cylinder and moves to the full clear position on or before the 

air pressure has been increased to 55 pounds per square inch. 

With the mechanism held in the clear position by air 

pressure the stop arm should start toward the danger position on 

or before the air pressure in the cylinder has been reduced to 

45 powids per square :Inch, and should continue to move toward 

the danger position as air pressure is reduced. The air pressure 

should be approximately 30 pounds per square inch when the stop 

arm reaches the danger position. 

Circuit Controller 

The travel of the stop arm from the stop or zero degree 

position to the full clear position should be between 56° and 60°. 

The emergency hook used to hold the stop in the clear 

position should hold it between 54° and 55°. 
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The contacts which are made when the stop arm is in 

its zero or stop position should break before the stop arm has 

reached the 10° position. 

The contacts which are made when the stop arm is in 

the clear position should remain open to the 50° position and 

should be dependably closed when and after the stop arm passes 

the 52° position. 
•. 

The back stops on contact springs shall be so adjusted 

that there is a slide on all contacts of approximately 1/32 inch 

and a slight initial pressure between all stop springs and con

tact springs. All contacts must come against their respective 

stops when the contacts are not made, and all similar contacts 

must make and break at approximately the same time. ~he pressure 

between contacts when made shall be approximately 1-1/2 pounds. 

Lubrication 

All wearing surfaces shall be kept lubricated in accord

ance with notes appearing on drawing. 

Universal Joint 

Keep outboard bearing located so that the end play in 

universal joint is as small as possible without causing the shaft 

to bind. 
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